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Abstract  

Segmentation of 3D images to identify cells and their molecular outputs can be difficult and 

tedious. Machine learning algorithms provide a promising alternative to manual analysis as 

emerging 3D image processing technology can save considerable time. For those unfamiliar 

with machine learning or 3D image analysis, the rapid advancement of the field can make 

navigating the newest software options confusing. In this paper, two open-source machine 

learning algorithms, Cellpose and Stardist, are compared in their application on a 3D light sheet 

dataset counting fluorescently stained proliferative cell nuclei. The effects of image tiling and 

background subtraction are shown through image analysis pipelines for both algorithms. Based 

on our analysis, the relative ease of use of Cellpose and the absence of need to train a model 

leaves it a strong option for 3D cell segmentation despite relatively longer processing times. 

When Cellpose’s pretrained model yields results that are not of sufficient quality, or the analysis 

of a large dataset is required, Stardist may be more appropriate. Despite the time it takes to 

train the model, Stardist can create a model specialized to the users' dataset that can be 

iteratively improved until predictions are satisfactory with far lower processing time relative to 

other methods. 

Keywords: 3D Machine Learning, Microscopy, Cell Segmentation 
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1. Introduction 

Quantifying data in microscopy images remains a challenge in biology research and biomedical 

applications. To analyze objects of interest such as cells, membranes, and nuclei, quantitative 

data such as size, location, and spatial distribution of the objects must be collected.1 Many fields 

of biological study require image acquisition and quantification of data from these images.  

Methods of quantifying data in 2D images are well established and feasible to do manually on 

smaller datasets.2–5 Complications are introduced, however, when analyzing 3D image stacks 

(Figure 1).4,6,7 Image stacks, sometimes containing hundreds of image slices generated by 3D 

microscopy methods, dramatically increase the dataset's size. 

As modern microscopy methods grow in efficiency and complexity, the need for automated 

methods of processing the datasets also increases.7 There are currently many emerging 

methods for handling the large influx of 3D microscopy image datasets.9–14 Among these 

methods, advances in deep learning have led to algorithms that significantly reduce the time 

required to identify and segment distinct objects within 3D images.4,6,15,16 Instance segmentation 

is the process of locating and delineating objects. Most cellular objects, membranes, and nuclei 

have relatively simple shapes, making them excellent targets for automated instance 

segmentation using deep learning.17 Due to the benefits of deep learning approaches such as 

increased prediction quality and greatly increased efficiency, knowledge on how to use such 

tools should be widely distributed.8,18 This is especially important for those with minimal 

knowledge of machine learning and coding who may be overwhelmed when applying the 

newest deep learning algorithms. 

Cellpose is a relatively new user-friendly tool utilizing deep learning for 3D cell segmentation.18 

Cellpose uses a pre-trained model based on a diverse dataset containing over 70,000 

fluorescently labeled cells. The model is consistently retrained on user data to improve model 
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versatility and prediction performance. Cellpose can be easily installed and used via the custom 

GUI or the command line. Cellpose requires no manual model training to use, making it an ideal 

choice for those without experience in deep learning or those who are aiming to generate 

predictions quickly. Additionally, Cellpose excels at segmenting convoluted object shapes due 

to the large and varied training set of the pre-trained model.19 

Another prominent deep learning algorithm for segmenting cell nuclei is Stardist.19,20 The open-

source Stardist algorithm can train a neural network on a user's data using star-convex 

polygons (a more versatile type of bounding box compared to a simple rectangle used to find 

each cell’s shape) to identify cells by finding objects that match a general shape.  However, it is 

not designed specifically to handle more convoluted object shapes.19,21 The algorithm was first 

created to handle blurry, crowded, or otherwise abnormal 2D images, for which other algorithms 

struggled to create accurate predictions. Later extended to 3D image stacks, the algorithm 

specializes in predicting dense groups of cells and nuclei in images with large amounts of 

background noise. We used an application of the Stardist algorithm in a Google Colab notebook 

from the ZeroCostDl4Mic toolbox.7 This application is convenient as it can run in a notebook 

within Google Colab. Model training and data prediction can be performed using a Google 

Colab runtime, accessing files stored in Google Drive, which significantly increases the usability 

of the algorithm for unfamiliar users. 

The objective of this paper is to provide a comparison of Stardist and Cellpose regarding 

prediction quality, the time investment in learning, and overall usability. The application of each 

algorithm is conveyed through a demonstration on a 3D light sheet fluorescence microscopy 

dataset of 24 axolotl salamander humeri. Proliferative EdU-stained cells were counted in both 

experimental and control groups.  

2. Material and methods 
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2.1. Image Acquisition 

The images used here are part of a larger study in which we analyzed the effect of local 

mechanical stimuli on joint shape in regenerating axolotl salamander (Ambystoma mexicanum) 

limbs.23 Animal forelimbs were bilaterally amputated proximal to the elbow joint. GSK1016790A 

(GSK101) was reconstituted in DMSO and injected intraperitoneally at 50μg/kg at 21 days post 

amputation (dpa, n=6). GSK101 is a TRPV4 agonist, a channel involved in the 

mechanotransduction of stimuli.27 Control animals (n=6) were injected with DMSO. Injections 

were repeated at 48-hour intervals. At 31 dpa, animals were injected intraperitoneally with 5-

Ethynyl-2’-deoxyuridine (EdU) and L-Azidohomoalanine (AHA). EdU can be used as a measure 

of cell proliferation since it is incorporated in newly synthesized DNA. AHA was used for the 

segmentation of the humerus rudiment since it labels extracellular proteins. Limbs were 

collected 18 hours after EdU and AHA injection then fixed and stained as described in Duerr et 

al. 2020.28 A Zeiss light sheet Z.1 microscope was used to obtain the images. The dataset was 

chosen for testing due to the large size (each image was approximately 0.75 GB, in-plane about 

1,300 pixels by 1,500 pixels with approximately 200 slices) and the number of objects in each 

image (100-500 cells). The resolution of each image was 0.915 microns x 0.915 microns x 

4.945 microns per voxel. Although Stardist and Cellpose can accommodate anisotropic data 

(such as this dataset), some datasets may require isotropic preprocessing in order to obtain 

satisfactory predictions. Another consideration, AHA staining resulted in image backgrounds of 

varying intensities, further challenging cell segmentation. A low signal-to-background ratio was 

observed between the objects of interest and background, which negatively impacted prediction 

quality and helped highlight each algorithm’s ability to handle less than ideal data. 

2.2. Creating Training Sets for Stardist 
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The training set consisted of 15 training images with dimensions of 256 pixels by 256 pixels by 

16 slices, (Figure 2A) in which each cell in the image was manually identified to create labeled 

images (Figure 2B). The size of the training images was selected to be small enough to 

manually identify all cells in the image while remaining large enough to contain an average of at 

least ten cells. Training images were cropped out of the primary dataset such that they provided 

an accurate representation of the whole dataset. We ensured that some of our training images 

included boundaries of the limb as pilot data indicated boundaries of the limb could pose 

problems during processing due to intense AHA staining. We also included images in the 

training set from both the experimental and control groups. In the training images, cells were 

manually outlined using the freehand selection tool in Fiji26 to trace the perimeter of each cell 

appearing within a slice. The selections were saved as regions of interest (ROIs) to the ROI 

Manager function and were then turned into an ROI Map using the LOCI plugin (Figure 2C). 

ROI Maps of each slice were then joined together using the concatenate ImageJ function to 

create the corresponding labeled data for each training image in the training set (Figure 2D). 

Across slices, the ROI for each cell was kept the same color in every ROI Map. With each cell 

having a unique color, Stardist recognizes cells across all the slices they appear in using that 

unique color of the cell across the concatenated ROI Maps. 

2.3. Training Model 

All training images and their corresponding labeled images making up the training set were then 

uploaded to Google Drive. Data augmentation was used to create a larger training set by 

reflecting, rotating, and distorting each pair of image stacks using the Stardist ZeroCostDL4 

Google Colab Notebook.7 The augmented training set was then used to train a model using 320 

training iterations referred to as epochs, and a patch height of eight slices corresponding to the 

training set size in the same notebook. Patch height represents the depth of each comparison 
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during prediction and was set to 8 slices in order to fit within the training images’ height of 16 

slices. It is possible to start training with a pre-trained model, but this feature was not used. 

2.4. Preprocessing in Fiji 

Before running Stardist or Cellpose, each image in the primary dataset (Figure 3A) was cropped 

using Fiji to the region of desired cell counting, which in our images was the humerus rudiment 

(Figure 3B). Background subtraction was then applied with a rolling ball radius of 50. A value of 

50 was used based on performance on pilot data and represented the radius of the curvature of 

the paraboloid used to subtract the background on each pixel based on neighboring local pixels. 

We also examined the effects of this rolling ball radius on results. To avoid memory issues 

during Stardist processing, an ImageJ macro was created to crop each image stack into 16 or 

25 equal-sized tiles using 4 or 5 divisions respectively in order to ensure the x and y dimensions 

of the image stack were each under 300 pixels (the limit that could successfully be processed in 

the Stardist Colab Notebook, Figure 3C). Fewer divisions were favored to minimize the number 

of image edges during processing as long as the x and y dimensions were under 300 pixels. By 

minimizing divisions, error was limited to a negligible amount for our data. If this error is not 

negligible, overlapping the tiles and then reconstructing them is a more complex yet effective 

way to further reduce error. To ensure an accurate comparison, tiling was done before 

processing images in Cellpose as well, even though the local installation of Cellpose was able 

to run the full image stack at once. 

2.5. Processing in Stardist  

Each tile was then processed from a Google Drive folder using the trained Stardist model via 

the Google Colab notebook. Stardist processed each humerus (consisting of multiple tiles) in 

approximately 3-4 minutes. Prediction outputs from Stardist in the form of ROI Maps (Figure 3D) 

were then downloaded for post-processing in Fiji. Processing was completed using a Google 
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Colab runtime which has a performance independent of a user’s computer specifications since it 

runs remotely. 

2.6. Processing in Cellpose  

After preprocessing in Fiji using background subtraction and tiling, each image was run through 

Cellpose’s algorithm (version 0.6) as well. Tiling is not necessary for Cellpose but was used in 

order to compare the algorithm accurately with Stardist. Cellpose’s estimated diameter function 

was used, except for images with little to no cells for which we supplied an estimated radius 

based on the average within the dataset. The nuclei channel was used, but Cellpose can 

identify cytoplasm as well. Like Stardist, Cellpose generated an ROI map for each image 

processed. Unlike Stardist, however, Cellpose also generated an NPY file (NumPy array file that 

can be used for other methods of image quantification in python). Since Cellpose operates 

locally (instead of in a Google Colab session like Stardist), the runtime is heavily dependent on 

the computer's processing power. Note that a preliminary 3D Cellpose Colab Notebook has 

recently been developed and can be used instead of a local installation.30 The estimated 

average runtime for an entire image stack (without tiling) was approximately 10 hours (on a 1.99 

GHz processer with 16 GB ram). Varying tiling size had a negligible effect on the runtime.  

2.7. Post-Processing in Fiji and MATLAB 

Both algorithms output ROI maps during processing so post-processing was consistent between 

both methods. Since predictions were created for the entire image stack, including the area 

around the humerus, an ImageJ macro was created to mask the ROI Map predictions with a 

mask of the humerus. This was done to isolate the predictions within the humeri by excluding 

objects found outside the area of interest. Since the prediction image stacks were still tiled, the 

corresponding mask of each humerus was cropped and tiled using identical parameters from 

the original crop and tiling to mask each tile individually. Next, the 3D Objects Counter function28 
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was run on each masked tile without counting objects that did not fall within the area of interest 

(the humerus) due to the masking. The cell counts of all tiles corresponding to each original 

image were then summed and filtered for outlier volumes that indicate a false positive 

prediction. Using MATLAB, humeri proximo-distal axes were aligned, and humeri were cut on 

the proximal end to a normalized length to ensure cells were counted within an equivalent 

length across all humeri. The total number of proliferating cells was assessed for each humerus, 

and each cell was plotted in 3D using MATLAB with a sphere representing the size of the cell 

(Figure 3E). More details on the pipeline are available online.29 

3. Results 

3.1. Training Image Size 

Whereas Cellpose uses a pre-trained database of thousands of images, Stardist requires self-

training a model on your data. Through multiple attempts at training the model, we found the 

optimal dimensions for each pair of source and target images in the training set to be x and y 

dimensions of 128 pixels by 128 pixels per slice with a stack size of 16 slices. “Optimal” was 

determined by the size and number of objects in the image. We found the most success for our 

data when each image in the training set contained around ten objects in each slice with around 

20 objects throughout the image stack. This was ideal for balancing many objects to train the 

model in each stack while keeping the number of objects manageable for manual segmentation. 

Based on the size of each object and their spatial distribution within a dataset, it is 

recommended that the dimensions of each image stack in the training set be adjusted to 

maintain a similar number of objects. The number of image pairs (training stack and labeled 

stack) required for a successful training set was found to be 15 pairs for our dataset. This value 

is especially variable as datasets with harder-to-predict objects (usually due to blurry images or 

closely-packed objects) will need a larger training set. In comparison, datasets with easy-to-
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predict objects (usually far apart objects with a high signal-to-background ratio) will need a 

smaller training set. These dimensions found and then used to create our training set represent 

the optimal values for our specific images and should not be used for every dataset. Instead, the 

trends and methodology described to find these dimensions should be utilized to find the 

optimal training image and training set sizes for each specific dataset. 

3.2. Processing Image Size 

We ran Cellpose locally and used Google Colab to run Stardist. Cellpose was able to handle the 

1 GB image sizes when run on a standard desktop processor albeit 10 hours to process a single 

image were required.  Due to the large dimensions of the dataset, Google Colab ran out of 

memory when processing full image stacks. Google Colab offers higher memory runtimes; 

however, for larger images, the higher memory is still insufficient to process a full image stack at 

once. This was solved by cropping each image stack into tiles and processing the tiles 

individually. We found that for our data, image stacks with around 100 slices required x and y 

dimensions of less than 230 pixels to be processed successfully without incurring memory 

errors (Appendix, Figure A.1). Image stacks with more slices required a smaller number of 

pixels in the x and y dimensions. For our example dataset, larger image stacks with slightly over 

200 slices were successfully processed with x and y dimensions as high as 200 pixels. These 

optimal dimensions were found through incrementally increasing the image dimensions until 

Stardist was no longer able to process them. This process should be replicated when training on 

a new dataset in order to find the largest images that can be processed without incurring an 

error. We also found that if cropping into tiles was required, cropping in the x and y dimensions 

(in the image plane) was preferable to cropping through the image stack (z dimension). 

Cropping images in the dataset creates more image edges which, when processed, result in 

more object edge cases where predictions are less reliable. Cropping through the image stack 

in the z dimension creates a larger edge area as the entire 2D slices around the crop location 
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end up as edges that introduce error to the predictions. To avoid this, cropping to avoid memory 

errors should be limited to the x and y (in-plane) dimensions, if possible. Another possible 

alternative could involve deriving a model based on image parameters to find an ideal 

processing image size. The Stardist algorithm can also be run locally without using the 

ZeroCostDl4Mic Google Colab notebook to avoid incurring memory errors. 

3.3. Epoch Number 

One important parameter tested through the application of Stardist was the number of epochs 

used during model training. An epoch is a hyperparameter representing an iteration of the 

learning algorithm through the entire training set. Another related parameter of a model is its 

loss. The loss of a model represents the difference between a model’s expected prediction and 

actual prediction during model validation. A slight loss is usually correlated with higher 

prediction quality. The value of each epoch on the model’s resultant loss diminishes 

exponentially as the epoch number increases until eventually asymptotically approaching the 

minimum loss that can be reached with a particular training set. Based on this knowledge, we 

determined the smallest epoch number that still reached this minimum loss to avoid redundant 

training and overfitting. We found that a training set of our size required an epoch number of 

320. Additional epochs (training iterations) beyond 320 resulted in little benefit (Appendix, 

Figure A.2). Similar to training and processing image dimensions, this number is specific to our 

dataset and can be found for a new dataset through incrementally increasing or decreasing the 

epoch number when training a model. When optimizing the number of epochs, performance on 

the validation set can be used as an indication of possible overfitting. Epoch optimizations have 

no effect on the quality of the predictions. However, if similar models are being trained for 

frequent or long term-use, the time it saves on each iteration of training can save considerable 

time overall. 
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3.4. Background Subtraction 

We analyzed the effect of background subtraction by changing the rolling ball radius used in 

background subtraction. The recommended rolling ball radius is the radius of the largest object 

to be found in an image. The average diameter of axolotl nuclei is 30±10 µm, or about 25 pixels. 

Four radii were used to track the improvement in predictions: a minimal value of 5 pixels, about 

half the diameter, 10 pixels, the diameter, 25 pixels, and twice the diameter of the nucleus, 50 

pixels. We determined smoothing in (another available parameter when using the background 

subtract tool in Fiji) did not have an effect on the cell count but provided clearer images as 

shown in Figure 4. Background subtraction enhanced the contrast between objects and the 

background (Figure 4). This typically increased the cell count as objects became easier to 

identify and segment. All rolling ball radii tested resulted in more segmented cells when 

compared with no background subtraction on the same image (Figure 4). Based on our testing, 

it is recommended that the rolling ball radius used is slightly greater than the average dimension 

of the largest object in the image. When processing our dataset, a rolling ball radius of 25 was 

the practical minimum required for successful segmentations without too many false positives. 

However, a rolling ball radius of 50 (following the theoretical guideline that the rolling ball radius 

should be approximately the size of the largest object in the image) was used for processing to 

ensure no cells were subtracted entirely out of the cell count. Since inspecting every dataset 

image for the largest object is not always feasible, allowing for a margin of error by assigning a 

high rolling ball radius is recommended. It is much easier to locate false positives in the cell 

count after post-processing as opposed to having too small a rolling ball radius that results in 

objects of interest getting subtracted. The trends in rolling ball radius were similar for both 

Stardist and Cellpose. The results from Cellpose are shown in Figure 4. 

It is very challenging to know the ground truth for the exact dimensions or quantity of segmented 

cells in an image because all prediction methods, including manual segmentation, are 
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susceptible to biases. However, by comparing predictions, we can determine how specific 

parameters quantitatively affect the cell count. As long as all images in a dataset are processed 

with the same parameters, quantitative comparisons between groups can be made (even if we 

do not know the ground truth). 

3.5. Effect of Tiling on Background Subtract 

To directly compare the results of Stardist and Cellpose, we analyzed a single image in Stardist 

with tiling and in Cellpose with and without tiling. In Cellpose, tiling resulted in an increase in cell 

count in images. This is most likely because each tile had a more consistent background 

compared to the background of the entire image, making it easier for the algorithm to identify 

objects. Due to the varying background intensity of uncropped images and varying staining 

intensity of nuclei throughout such images, background subtraction makes less drastic changes 

to pixel intensity. It is possible that when an image is cropped into tiles and background subtract 

is run on each tile, the localized area of each tile has a smaller range of intensities and can 

therefore show higher contrast once background subtraction is run.  

3.6. Overlapped Cells and 3D Objects Counter 

We found that Stardist performed consistently well on patches of closely packed cells that 

appeared overlapped in 2D slices of the image stack (Figure 5). The model used the expected 

shape and size profile from the algorithm’s training to consistently segment the clustered cells 

into distinct objects. Another important finding is that despite overlapped cells (like those shown 

in Figure 5) being recognized as independent objects by Stardist and Cellpose, the Fiji 3D 

Objects Counter function counts all the cells together as one object. This is due to how 3D 

Objects Counter identifies individual objects through searching for clusters of voxels in binary 

images. Since 3D Objects counter looks at a binary version (each voxel is either part of an 

object or the background) of the ROI Maps output by Stardist and Cellpose, it cannot recognize 
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the unique color of each cell in an overlap and therefore labels the overlap as one large object. 

In order to solve this problem and count each cell as its own object correctly, the overlapped 

cells need to be split (by placing a minimal layer of background intensity in between the cells) 

using a watershed or similar Fiji function that can split the objects. This division allows 3D 

Objects Counter to view each overlapped cell as its own object to mitigate the undercounting of 

cells. 

3.7. Direct Comparison with Manual Segmentation 

To compare the pipelines with each other and with manual counting, a subsection of the data 

was segmented by each method (Figure 6). A 256-pixel by 256-pixel subsection of 16 slices 

was cropped from the initial dataset. The subsection was processed using the Stardist 

ZeroCostDL4 Google Colab notebook and Cellpose finding cell counts of 24 cells and 20 cells 

respectively. The count obtained from the manual segmentation was 30 cells. Each cell resides 

within approximately 3-5 slices and the manual segmentation for an image subsection of this 

size took 3 hours which further highlights the need for algorithms when attempting to segment 

large datasets. These results are specific to the dataset tested. However the tips and trends 

found are generalizable to other datasets. 

4. Discussion 

With most images being processed in less than five minutes, Stardist’s quick prediction time 

significantly increases processing efficiency compared to Cellpose, which generated predictions 

for a single image sometimes requiring over 10 hours. Cellpose runtime is dependent on 

hardware limitations and can therefore be improved with higher processing power although it is 

unlikely to match Stardist’s prediction time even on high-end hardware. A quick processing time 

is very favorable when working with larger datasets or determining the effects of the various 

preprocessing parameters. However, this advantage of Stardist over Cellpose is only valid once 
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a model has been trained in Stardist, which itself requires a significant amount of time. Since the 

amount of training required to train a model is independent of the dataset size, there is a critical 

dataset size where Stardist’s quick processing time will still save time despite a large initial 

amount of time spent training. Once a model is trained sufficiently, it no longer requires more 

training and, as a result, Stardist is better suited towards projects with large datasets or an 

expected continuous influx of similar images. Datasets with few images are likely to cost more 

time in training than they save in processing with Stardist. 

The critical dataset size where Stardist becomes more efficient is variable depending on the 

actual elements of the dataset. Far less training is needed when images contain objects with 

high signal-to-background ratio or when objects are spaced far apart (Figure 7). Consequently, 

images with closely clustered cells or a high-intensity background require a larger training set to 

produce an accurate model. Since a good training set should ideally have components 

representative of all the images, a dataset with highly varied and inconsistent backgrounds, 

object shapes, and intensities will also require a larger training set. There are also many useful 

tools in development that can be used to reduce the time spent creating a training set manually 

such as APEER, Ilastik, Segmentor, and ImJoy.14,22–25 By reducing the time needed to train an 

initial model using such tools, Stardist’s advantages can become more accessible for small 

datasets. 

Another advantage of Stardist is the ability to improve prediction quality. Once a model has 

been trained, further training sets can be made and used in conjunction with the model to train it 

further until an acceptable accuracy is achieved. Even when analyzing a small dataset, if 

Cellpose’s predictions are not accurate enough, Stardist can be a valuable alternative. By 

training a model from scratch, Stardist’s predictions can be tailored to a specific dataset and 

improved with further training leading to more accuracy. At the time of this research, Cellpose 
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did not offer the ability to further train their model however this option has since become 

available.34 

These findings are evidenced by our results from creating and comparing the most usable 

pipelines found on our dataset. We are therefore unable to determine a superior method for all 

types of datasets found in biological research. However, based on the results, informative 

trends can be observed. Since no model training is required, Cellpose should be used unless 

the dataset is large enough to make Stardist the more efficient tool even when accounting for 

training time. Stardist should be used when Cellpose predictions are not accurate enough to be 

used. This is likely to occur when datasets contain low contrast between the background and 

nuclei, contain highly clustered cells, or otherwise contain consistent irregularities that a model 

should be trained specifically to handle. Fitting these trends, Stardist would be the better option 

for the test dataset used here as well as similar datasets due to the high noise-to-background 

ratio and large image size and quantity. 

The most efficient model for a project can be best determined primarily by the size of the 

dataset. Due to the large initial training time, Stardist is less efficient on small datasets when the 

time to train a model is greater than the time to process each image in Cellpose. On large 

datasets such as those with over a hundred images, the quick processing time of Stardist 

leaves it as the more efficient model despite the training time as processing the images in 

Cellpose would be slower than training a model and processing the images in Stardist.    

There are still many opportunities for improvements to current deep learning software. Further 

development of tools that simplify manual object identification would significantly reduce the 

meticulous and lengthy process of creating a training set. This would make the dataset tailored 

predictions produced by Stardist far more accessible and efficient to use for the Google Colab 

application tested. As algorithms increase in complexity, the time to produce predictions of both 
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methods will likely decrease while the accuracy of the predictions will increase. For larger 

datasets, manual methods of object isolation and segmentation are unfeasible and require such 

tools. As more development is done on these methods in 3D, they will be able to increase 

processing efficiency on datasets of all sizes and may surpass the accuracy provided by manual 

methods. 
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Figures 

 

Figure 1: Surfaces of Cells Identified by Stardist  

Segmenting cells in 3D images provides a much greater challenge compared to 2D 

segmentation as each 3D image can contain hundreds of 2D cross sections often referred to as 

slices. Each 2D cross section of 3D microscopy images are then often more difficult to manually 

segment than normal 2D images as the exact boundaries of cells in 3D images are not always 

well defined. As a result, if attempting to manually segment cells in 3D images, it is often 

necessary to look at adjacent slices in the 3D image stack in order to better visualize the 

boundaries of a cell. As shown above, this process can be made harder still when cells are 

clumped together. In a 2D view (A), these clumps of cells may look like one large object, and it 

is necessary to gather data from the adjacent slices in order to segment the individual cells as 

when viewed in 3D (B), where it is easier to see that these “clumps” are made up of a few 

individual cells. 
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Figure 2: Creating Labeled Image Stacks for a Stardist Training Set 

To create an element of a training set, a small, cropped section of one slice was taken from an 

image in the dataset (A). The selection tool was then used to add all objects in the slice to the 

ROI manager (B). This was followed by using the LOCI plugin to create a region of interest map 

of all the selections (C). The same process was then repeated for 15 neighboring slices which 

were then concatenated (D) and paired with their original source image. 
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Figure 3: Image Analysis Pipeline 

To process an image (A), a box around the area of interest was cropped out and background 

subtract was applied to all slices in Fiji (B). The cropped image was then split into 16 or 25 

equally sized tiles based on the image size (C). The tiles were then processed using Stardist in 

Google Colab or Cellpose to obtain ROI maps of the objects detected by the algorithm’s model 

(D). Fiji was used to collect data on the size and locations of each detected object and MATLAB 

was used to reassemble all the tiles in a plot to view the detected objects in 3D as well as 

compute the total number of objects (E).   
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Figure 4: Effect of Background Subtract, Rolling Ball Radius, and Smoothing 

The original image (A) was processed in Cellpose with background subtract and smoothing (B) 

as well as with background subtract with no smoothing (C). Background subtract enhances the 

contrast between objects of interest and the background by finding the average pixel intensity 

around each pixel in a circle (the size of which is the rolling ball radius [R.B.R.]) and subtracting 

it from the pixel’s intensity (A to B, A to C). The rolling ball radius should be set to at least the 

size of the largest non-background object in the image to avoid mistakenly subtracting objects of 

interest from the image (B, C). Smoothing is another parameter, which reduces noise by 

averaging pixel intensities in sets of 3x3 which improves the background subtraction. It should 

be disabled with very small changes on intensity to prevent image data from being subtracted 

below the background. The low cell count on the original image shows the need for background 

subtract when predicting on high intensity images with low contrast. 
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Figure 5: Stardist Predictions on Overlapped Cells 

Shown is one slice of three different Stardist predictions (A) and their corresponding original 

images (B). Based on our results, Stardist excels at identifying overlapped cells and creating 

appropriate predictions in the form of an ROI map. This is especially important as in a 2D cross 

section of a 3D image, overlapped cells can appear as just one large object (B). By using data 

from adjacent slices, Stardist is able to determine which sections of the “large object” belong to 

each cell. 
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Figure 6: Direct Comparison of Stardist, Cellpose, and Manual Segmentations 

Shown is the Cellpose and Stardist segmentations as well as one slice of the source image for a 

256-pixel by 256-pixel subsection of the initial dataset. A manual segmentation is also shown. 

For the whole subsection, manual segmentation found 30 cells while Cellpose found 20 cells 

and Stardist found 24 cells.  
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Figure 7: Cellpose and Stardist Predictions on High Contrast or Blurry Images 

When images contain high contrast between objects of interest and the background, largely 

spaced-out objects, or objects with uniform shape and intensity, Cellpose will generate 

predictions that will segment objects consistently and correctly. For the source image (A, 

middle), the cells of interest overlap very little and are clearly visible against the dark 

background. As a result, the Cellpose predictions (A, left) are sufficient and training a Stardist 
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model to create predictions (A, right) is not necessary and may even lead to less accuracy 

compared to Cellpose’s widely pretrained model. In these cases, training a Stardist model from 

the ground up is not necessary and may actually miss more cells than Cellpose as neither 

model can be completely accurate. Cellpose’s correct segmentation of objects decreases in 

consistency when images contain high amounts of noise, clustered cells, and unusual 

intensities. The source image shown (B, middle) is slightly blurry with areas of low contrast. As a 

result, the Cellpose predictions (B, left) which are found using a pre-trained algorithm are 

incomplete, missing a large amount of the cells in the source image. Due to being trained on a 

dataset containing similar blur and noise, the specialized Stardist predictions (B, right) find more 

of the cells. Due to the poor quality of the source image and the current progress in deep 

learning, neither algorithm will generate perfect predictions, but Stardist is preferred since it best 

mitigates the errors between the two algorithms. 
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Appendix 

 

Figure A.1: Testing Stardist Processing Image Size   

Images were processed by Stardist at varying planar dimensions and varying depths in order to 

find the largest image size that Stardist could successfully (green) generate predictions for 

without incurring an error (red). Increments were determined by starting at very high and low 

dimensions and gradually decreasing the increment size while homing in on the critical image 

dimensions. Systematic narrowing of the image dimensions is a practical way to accomplish this 

however due to Stardist’s quick image processing time, the process is rather short. Minimizing 

edges in the z dimension was prioritized. 
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Figure A.2: Training Loss vs. Epoch Number In Stardist Training 

Training loss (shown in blue) is a measure of the difference between a model’s current 

prediction of a source image and the correct prediction based on labeled data within the training 

set. A smaller loss value indicates a more accurate prediction. Validation loss (shown in orange) 

is a similar measure but instead is based on the model’s prediction accuracy on an image that is 

not within the training set. Low validation loss indicates a model that is more likely to succeed in 

processing images. A successfully trained model should have a training curve with a shape 

resembling exponential decay (A). Because of this, additional training has diminishing returns 

and may be unnecessary. If training loss is lower than validation loss by a large amount, the 

model is likely overtrained and needs a larger, more varied training set (B). 
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Highlights 

- Image analysis pipelines were used for cell quantification in 3D light-sheet images. 

- Stardist outperforms Cellpose on large datasets that have high amounts of objects. 

- Stardist outperforms Cellpose given a low signal-to-background ratio of intensity. 

- Tiling of images results in more effective background subtract when pre-processing. 
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